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The Open Science Grid 

Advance science through open distributed high throughput 

computing (DHTC) in the US 

 Operates as a partnership between resource providers (sites) 

and stakeholders (scientific communities of users) 

 OSG project provides middleware and R&D effort 

 Over 120 sites (computing and storage elements) 

 Mix of university and national labs; LHC experiment computing 

sites and campus clusters  

 Uses the Virtual Organization (VO) model for trust relationships 

 Most VOs correspond to large experiments and university 

communities 

 

Funded by the DOE Office of Science and NSF 
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It is all about Sharing 

• Clusters at Universities & National Labs are shared. 

 Sharing policy is locally controlled. (local autonomy) 

 All owners want to share to maximize the benefit to all. 

(common goal)  

• Researcher uses a single interface to access local and 

remote resources … 
 … they own 

 … others are willing to share 

 … they have an allocation on 

 … they buy from a commercial (cloud) provider  
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OSG focuses on making this technically possible  

for High Throughput Computing applications 
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1. Executive Summary  
 
The Open Science Grid (OSG) is a large-scale collaboration that is advancing scientific knowledge 

through high-performance computing and data analysis by operating and evolving a cross-domain, 

nationally distributed cyber-infrastructure.   The OSG program consists of a consortium of contributing 

communities (users, resource administrators, and software providers), a funded project, and satellite 

projects; this collaborative ecosystem advances the science of Distributed High-Throughput Computing 
(DHTC) for researchers.  OSG provides a production-quality facility, connecting a broad variety of 

researchers to distributed computing centers at university campuses, national laboratories, and other 

community resources.  This facility depends on a range of common services, support activities, software, 

and operational principles that coordinate the production of scientific knowledge through the DHTC 

model. In April 2012, the OSG project was extended until 2017; it is jointly funded by the Department of 

Energy and the National Science Foundation.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Open Science Grid U.S. Sites 

OSG serves the needs of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiments by providing a platform for their 

contribution and consumption of distributed computing resources. The US LHC experiments continued to 

rely on OSG to accomplish their science; not only do they rely on OSG for computing resources, but also 

for operational, consulting, and software services.  In addition, in the U.S., OSG is a natural conduit for 

collaboration and joint initiatives among the LHC experiments and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 

(WLCG) project.  While meeting the needs of the US LHC experiments, OSG has continued to grow the 

access to DHTC computing for other researchers at US campuses; in addition, we are actively supporting 

the Intensity Frontier experiments as they implement their computing plans that plan to leverage OSG 

platforms and computing assets. 
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Federating Clusters in 40/50 states 
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Approaching 1 Billion hours per year 
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Over the last 12 months 

202 Million jobs 

901 Million CPU-hours 

1 Billion data transfers for   

185 Petabytes 

This aggregate was accomplished by  

federating 127 clusters  
that contributed 1h to 100M hours each 

http://display.grid.iu.edu 

91 Million Core hours  
in the past 30 days 

http://display.grid.iu.edu
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Delivered CPU hours per month 
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Accounting service deployed late 2005 

80 Million hours/month 

60 Million hours/month 

40 Million hours/month 

20 Million hours/month 

2010 2005 2015 
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OSG Hours by Science Domain 
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ATLAS 

CMS 

other physics 

life sciences 

other sciences 

Physics still dominates but other sciences now 

makes up ~ 20% of the OSG hours 

dedicated 

dedicated 
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Sharing resources across 

disciplines 
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~ 140 Million opportunistic hours annually 

non-LHC 
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Increasing Access to DHTC 
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OSG 

MetaProvisioning 

Service Campus 

Connect Client 
Community & VO  

Access Points 

+ other OSG hosted access points 

OSG-XD OSG Connect 

OSG Federation of clusters at  

Universities, National labs, Clouds 
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Many Roads into OSG 

• 40 research groups using OSG via their Campus 

Access Points  

• 49 research groups using OSG access points 

hosted by OSG itself 

• 22 XRAC allocations 

• 21 large physics experiments that provide access 

points to their communities 

• 450 OSG Connect & Connect Client users 

 

In total, several thousands of researchers had 

their throughput enhanced by OSG last year 
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Open Science Grid 
+31k hours/day 

 

 
“UW Grid” 

+340k hours/day 

CHTC 
350k hours/day 

HTC at University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Submit Locally / Run Globally 
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Make it easy for researchers to find 

the right people. 

“Facilitators” 
-consultants/liaisons for research computing 

-build relationships with users 

 -were researchers, themselves 

   -identify with the user perspective 

 -serve as first contact in user support 

-produce and execute learning materials 

-technology-agnostic; “nail before hammer” 

 

See also, ACI-REF: aciref.org 

HTC at University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Supporting Research with HTC 
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HTC at University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Modeling sensory networks for  

designing brain-computer interfaces 
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Surgically-implanted arrays record 

potentials from the sensory cortex for 

estimation of the neural network between 

regions. 

 

Graduate student Ricardo Pizarro uses 

a Descriminatory Category Matching 

(DCM) algorithm calculate network 

likelihood for 10,000 independent 

parameter sets per experiment. 

~1 CPU hour required per calculation 

across hundreds of experiments, informing 

the design of brain-computer interfaces. 

3.8 million HTC hours in the last year  

including 1.4 million OSG hours  
Justin Williams, Biomedical Engineering, http://nitrolab.engr.wisc.edu/ 
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HTC at University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Post-Katrina Home Rebuilding 
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Economics professor, Jesse 

Gregory, performs Markov-Chain 

Monte Carlo (MCMC) optimization of 

models to explain numerous 

economic outcomes, including 

homeowner decisions to rebuild 

after hurricane Katrina. 

 

Most important rebuilding factors: 

- funding available to household, 

based upon repair cost 

- rebuild decision of neighbor 

households 

4.5 million HTC hours in the last year  

including 1.5 million OSG hours  

Fraction of Neighbors Who Rebuilt 

more funds 

qualified for 

less funds 

qualified for 

http://www.opensciencegrid.org/using-high-throughput-

computing-to-evaluate-post-katrina-rebuilding-grants/ 
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HTC at University of Wisconsin-Madison 

Demographic Interference 

in Large Populations 
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Genetics graduate student, 

Jeremy Lange, uses HTC 

simulations to test and understand 

the genetic impacts of demographic 

interference in fruit fly populations 

and toward a general understanding 

for large populations of other 

species. 

 

Each major dataset requires 

 20,000 simulations, each taking 3-

4 weeks of CPU time  

(and requiring self-checkpointing). 

9 million HTC hours in the last year  

including 1.6 million OSG hours  
http://johnpool.net 

Gutenkunst et al. (2009). PLOS Genetics PLoS Genet 5(10) 
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A few more stories …  
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Researcher Institution Science Domain Hours Access 

Don Krieger Pittsburgh Neuroscience 46M OSG-XD 

Martin Purschke BNL Nuclear Experiment 6M OSG 

P.S. Radziszowski Rochester IT Computer Science 4M OSG 

David Minh Illinois IT Chemistry 2M OSG 

Jinbu Xu Toyota TI Bioinformatics 2M OSG 

Two fragments of these stories: 

Krieger uses MEG functional brain images to understand brain trauma in 

humans. One ~40min MEG recording requires ~360k coreHours to analyze. 

 

Purschke runs simulations on OSG to help design the sPHENIX detector at 

BNL. 5.4 million hours were used in just two months this year 
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Login Service 

Connects users to the 

shared OSG Facility 
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OSG Connect Service 

View OSG as a  

campus 

cluster 
 

★ Login host 

★ Job scheduler 

★ Software 

★ Storage 
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Submit jobs to OSG with 

HTCondor 

• Simple HTCondor submission 

• Complexity hidden from the user 

• No grid (X509) certificates required 

• Uses HTCondor ClassAd and glidein 

technology 

• DAGMan and other workflow tools  
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Software & tools on the OSG 

• OASIS software repository (CernVM-FS) 
• module – a common tool on HPC clusters 

OSG module command + OASIS  identical software 

on all OSG clusters 

•  170 libraries 
 

On OSG worker nodes or submit 

nodes, e.g.: 

 

#!/bin/bash 

module load gcc/4.9.2 

module load clhep/2.1.0.1 

module load geant4/9.4p02 

module load root/5.34-32 

module load zlib/1.2.8 

make 
20 
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Storage service: “Stash” 

• Facilitate data transfers between campus & OSG 

• 500 TB Ceph object store for quasi-transient data 
 Ganesha file system for Posix access from 

login.osgconnect.net  

 Connected to 100 Gbps SciDMZ (I2, ESnet) 

• Access: 
• Globus endpoints user#stash 

• Stash is an origin server for an Xrootd-based  caching 

network under development (StashCache) 

• http read access 

21 
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campus to OSG stash 

Moving Data to/from OSG Connect 
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Connect users from 

campus Connect clusters 

to the OSG 
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Connecting campus users 

• Install connect-client on the local cluster 
 $ connect submit  job submit client for the local 

cluster 

 provide a “burst” like capability for HTC jobs to 

shared opportunistic resources 

• Virtual extension of /home comforts: 
 Local software, campus storage, tools 

Marshall resources from one location & tool set 
o local campus cluster allocation or general queue 

o shared resources via the OSG, etc 

• Brings HTCondor pools to the home cluster 

24 
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Example: XENON1T at Chicago to 

OSG  

$ module load connect-client 

$ connect setup 

$ connect test 

$ connect submit myjob.sub 

$ connect q rwg 

-- Submitter: login.ci-connect.uchicago.edu : <192.170.227.204:53212> : login.ci-

connect.uchicago.edu 

 ID      OWNER            SUBMITTED     RUN_TIME ST PRI SIZE CMD 

252624.0   rwg             9/2  14:21   0+00:00:09 R  0   0.0  run_sim.sh 252624. 

252624.1   rwg             9/2  14:21   0+00:00:09 R  0   0.0  run_sim.sh 252624. 

... 

$ connect status 

$ connect pull (results) 

Submitted from UChicago Research 

Computing Center cluster “Midway”  

UChicago CI Connect 

Service: 
Midway cluster + OSG; 

to add SDSC Comet allocation & 

partner clusters at XENON institutions 

Early adopter 

community: 
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Example: Clemson users ⇒ OSG 

 
Submission from Clemson cluster to OSG  

 

 

 

 

 
add OSG nodes 

to pool 

burst 

Virtually extend local capacity with 

shared OSG resources 
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Sharing campus resources 

• Connect campus cluster to OSG 
• Quick connect : OSG Connect hosts factory 

services that send glidein jobs to campus 

clusters over ssh 
 Syracuse University, Clemson University 

 ATLAS Connect uses similar methods to connect 

to TACC Stampede, Harvard Odyssey, and 

others 

• Large scale: deploy the OSG software stack 

(CE, SE,..) 

 Support more science communities at larger scale 
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@OsgUsers 

support.opensciencegrid.org   help desk 

user-support@opensciencegrid.org 

opensciencegrid 
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